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On complete submeasures

Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with completeness of a ring of sets 3t 
under the Fréchet-Nikodym uniformity generated hy a submeasure rj. First we give 
a few simple criteria for (52, rj) to he complete, then derive some consequences of 
completeness and other properties of rj, and at last we discuss the problem of comple
tion of (@, rj) (and some generalizations).

The present paper can be regarded as an extended wersion of § 3 in
[3], and so the reader is referred to [3] and [4] (and also to numerous 
works of J. K. Brooks, J. Diestel, J. J. Uhl and others) for a more detailed 
discussion of most of the notions we use here.

Let 02 be a ring of sets and r\ a submeasure on 0t, i. e. a function 02 
-*[0, oo] which is non-decreasing, subadditive and vanishes at 0. Then rj 
determines, via the Fréchet-Nikodym écart (E, Е)->г}(ЕаЕ), a uniformity 
on 02, and 02 becomes a topological ring under the topology Г{г\) correspond
ing to this uniformity. However, we will rather avoid explicit use of the 
topology r(rj) (and of any semimetric which defines it) and thus we shall 
usually write (0$, rj) instead of (02, Г(г})), speak on ^-convergent sequences 
instead of F(?7)-convergent, etc.

Throughout 0$ will be (at least) a ring of sets and rj a submeasure on 0$. 
(Note, however, that all the results, after a suitable modification if neces
sary, are valid when 02 is a Boolean ring.)

1. Complete submeasures. A submeasure rj on a ring 02. is said to be 
complete if every ^-Cauchy sequence (En) c  0%,

rj(EnAEm)->0 (n, m->oo) 
is ^-convergent to a set Ее02,

г}(ЕаЕп)-> 0 (n-+oо);
we shall also say that (02, rj) is complete. This notion of completeness has 
nothing in common with the Lebesgue (or null-) completeness of rj which 
means that if F  c  Ее 02 and rj(E) =  0, then Fe 02.
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1.1. Th e o r e m . The following three conditions are equivalent.
(a) rj is complete.
(b) Every non-decreasing iq-Cauchy sequence (En) c  0t is y-convergent. 
(V) Every non-increasing q-Cauchy sequence (En) is q-convergent. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that (b)o(b'), and (a) =>(b) is trivial. So

it remains to show that (b) =>(a).
Let (En) be any ^-Cauchy sequence in 0t. We can suppose that q(En+1 

аЕп) <  2~n for every ne N. Then for each he N  the sequence (Fk)n>k, 
where F k =  EkKj ... uEn, is non-decreasing and F k+1—F k c  En+1—En, 
so that q(Fk+1 — F k) <  2~n. Hence (Fk)n>k is ^-Cauchy and therefore by 
assumption there is a set F ke0t such that q(Fk- F k)->0 as n-+oo; he N. 
Since Fk+1- F k <= (Fk+l - F l +1)u(Fk+1 ~ F k)u(Fk-  F k), we see that q(Dk) 
=  0, where H1 =* 0  and Dk =  (F2- F ^ u  ... u(Fk- F 1*-1) for h >  2. 
It is seen that the sets Gk =  F k — I)k form a non-increasing sequence and 
rj{GkAFk) =  0. Since q(Gk- G k+1) =  q(Fk- F k+1) <  q(Fk- F k) + q ( F k-  
- F k+1)+r)(Fl+1- F k+1) and F k-F % +1 c  Ek- E k+1, we have r){Gk- G k+1) 
<  2~k, he N. Thus the sequence (Gk) is non-increasing and ^-Cauchy, so 
(b ')(o (b )) implies its ^-convergence to a set Ee@.  Then also q(FkAE)-+ 0. 
Let us take a >  0 and then choose h so that q(FkAE) <  a and 2~k+z <  a. 
Next, let n0^ h  be so large that q(FkAFk) <  a for every n >  n0. Since 
* t AK  =  (®t --B») и ... - E n), we get •

n—1n—1
^ ^  v (EjAEj+l) < 2 - k̂ < a
i~k j~i

for n ^  nQ. Hence
г)(ЕаЕп) <  r](EAFk) +rj(FkAFk)+ r ](FknAEn) <  Sa

for n ^ n 0. Thus г)(ЕаЕп)-+0 as n->oo.
In general there is no essential connection between ^-convergence 

and order convergence in 0t. The latter of the easy propositions below 
shows that properties of the ideal JC(q) — {Ее 01: rj(E) =  0} decide here.

1.2. Proposition. Let EeM and let a sequence (En) a M be such that 
rj{EnAE)-+0. Then q(En)->q(E), and if En/(resp. i7w\ ), then En — EeJ^(q) 
(resp. E — EneJr (q)) for every ne N.

1.3. Proposition. The following three statements are equivalent.
00

(a) I f  A neAr(q) (ne N) and A =  [J A ne0l, then AeJT(q).

(b) I f  E, F, Ene01 (ne N ), En/ E , q(FAEn) ^ 0, then г](ЕаЕп)->|0.
(b') =  (b) with E „\E  replacing En/ E .
A submeasure ?jona ring 0t is said to be a-subadditive if

OO oo
(a) q[\JEn) <  2  q(En)

»=l n=1
for every sequence (En) such that U  Ene®.

7 1 =  1
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Evidently, it suffices to know that the inequality holds when {En)
CO

is disjoint and £ r ] (E n) <  oo.
n = 1

It may be of some interest to observe that or-subadditivity of rj is 
equivalent with each of the following properties:

OO

(cr') I f  {En) is a disjoint sequence in 0t with U  Ene 0t such that the “series”
oo n=l
]?E nisr)-Cauchy (i.e., given a >  0, there exists JceN such that

n =  1 00

rj{EkKJ ... uEn) <  a for all n >  Tc), then rj[ U  En)->0 as oo.
n —m

(or") I f  (En) <= Ш, En\ 0  and (En) is rj-Cauchy, then у{Еп)->0.
This equivalence suggests the following analogue of <r-subadditivity 

for an additive set function y  defined on M and taking its values in a topo
logical abelian group 0:

00
(O  i f  a sequence (En) c= is disjoint, E =  [J En* 0£ and the series

00 n =  1
y (En) is Cauchy in G, then it converges to y(E).

П~ 1

1.4. Th e o r e m . The following four properties of {01, rj) are equivalent.
(a) rj is complete, •yV'irj) is a a-ideal in 01 and if 0l*Fn\ F , rj{Fn)->0, 

then F z0t. (The last condition is automatically satisfied if 0t is a à-ring.)
(b) I f  (En) is a non-decreasing rj-Cauchy sequence in ffl, then

00
E — U  En e 0Ï, and г]{ЕаЕп)->0.

71 — 1

(b') I f  (En) is a non-increasing rj-Cauchy sequence in 0t, then 
00 *

E  =  (~) Ene 01 and r)(EàEn)->0.
n —1

CO

(c) I f  (En) is a disjoint sequence in 0t such that Jjr}{En) <  oo, then
n =  1

00 - 
E =  U Eje 01 and r}(E) <  v(En)-

n = l  n =  1

(Evidently, then rj is о-subadditive.)
Proof. We prove, for instance, (a) =>(c). Let a sequence (En) be as

OO

required in (c) and let E  =  [JEn. Then the sequence Fn =  ... uEn
n = l

is non-decreasing and ^-Cauchy, so it ^-converges to a set Te 0t. By 1.2, 
rj(Fn — F) = 0  for every neN.  Since •JY'(r)) is a or-ideal, r)(E — F) =  0. 
Since F  — Fn\  F — E and r){F — Fn) -> 0, we have F  — EeM, and obviously
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r}{F — E) = 0 ,  by (a). It follows that E =  (F — E)Kj[F — {E — F))effl and
n oo

V(E) <  2  rj(Ek)+ij(E - F n)-+ 2 v ( E k) as n->oo.
That condition (c) above implies completeness of rj was shown by Or liez 

in [10]. If any of the equivalent conditions above is satisfied, we shall 
say that {ffl, rj) (or rj itself) is perfectly complete.

The following corollary to Theorem 1.4 has its origine in Orlicz’s 
[11], 2.4.2.

1.5. Corollary. Let If be a a-ring, X a submeasure on If, and, let 
be a closed subring of { I f , X), in particular 01 =  I f , and r\ =  X\0t. Then r\ 
is perfectly complete on iff X is a-subadditive relative to 0t, that is

for every sequence (En) c  0t.
Now suppose that (0, | |) is a normed group and let y: M ^G  be an 

additive set function. Then we define the submeasure majorant for y  with 
respect to | 1 by formula y{E) — mp{\y(F)\: F  с  E,  F e^ }[3].

1.6. Proposition. I f  y satisfies condition (aa), then y is a-subadditive, 
so that if 0t is a а-ring, then y is perfectly complete.

Proof. Let a sequence (En) c  @ be disjoint, E =  U  Ene 0t and
^ y { E n) <  oo. If Fe 0t and F  cz E, then ]?\y(FnEn)\ <  oo, so by (aa) the 

n series ]?y {F  nEn) converges to y(F). Hence \y(F)\ ^  2\y{FnEn) |. In 
a consequence, y(E)

Let us note that (oa) is satisfied if (G, | |) is complete and у  is countably 
additive when G is endowed with a weaker Hausdorff group topology.

2. Completeness and exhaustivity. A submeasure y on a ring 0t is 
called exhaustive if y(En) -» 0 for every infinite disjoint sequence {En) <=. 0t. 
Exhaustivity of y is equivalent with that every non-decreasing (or non-in
creasing) sequence in 0t is ??-Cauehy [3], 4.1.

2.1. Theorem. Let 0t be a subring of a ring 0", rj a submeasure on If, 
and suppose that 01 is dense in { I f , rj) and у is exhaustive on 0t. Then rj is 
exhaustive on If.

Proof. Let (An) be a disjoint sequence in If. Take a >  0 and for each 
ne N  choose a set Bneffl so that rj{An̂ Bn) <  a2~n. SinceBnr\Bm c= (А пьВп)и  
и (AmABm), we have rj(BnnBm) <  a{2~n +  2~m) (n Фт). Define Cx =  Bx 
and Cn — Bn — (Вги ... uBn_x) for n ^ 2 .  Since Gne 0t and are disjoint, 
r)(Cn)-+Q. Observing that Bn — Cn =  {Bxr\Bn)и ... u{Bn_1nBn), one im
mediately gets 7](Bn — Cn) <  2a. Hence rj(Bn) <  2афг){Сп). Finally, rj(An) 
<  y{An*Bn) + y ( Bn) 3& ~\~ yj [ ( J limsuptj (.4 )̂ 3&» Tims tj (-4^)—̂*0*

oo 00

00
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If k, r) are submeasures on a ring 0t, then we write к tj and say that 
к is г}-continuous, if (En) c  01 and rj(En)-+Q imply k(En)-> 0. If к rj and 
r\ k, then we say that Я and rj are equivalent, Я~^.

2.2. P r o p o sitio n . Let a submeasure rj on a ring 01 be exhaustive and 
complete. I f  a submeasure к on M is rj-continuous, then к is complete, and 
if, moreover, k(E) = 0  implies r}(E) = 0  (Ее 01), then k~rj.

Proof. Let (En) <= 0t and En/ . Since tj and Я are exhaustive, the 
sequence (En) is tj- and Я-Cauchy. By completeness of r\ there exists Ee0t 
such that г)(ЕьЕп)-+0. Then also k{E&En)->0, thus Я is complete by Theo
rem 1.1. Now suppose in addition that г)(Е) =  0 whenever k(E) =  0. 
To verify that rj <i к it suffices, by [3], 6.1, to show that rj(En)-^ 0 if 
01 *En\  and k(En)^ 0 .  Ji0e  E f\ , then in view of completeness there is 
Ее 0  such that r](E&En)->0 and k(EAEn)->0. Hence if we know that 
k(En)-> 0, then k(E) =  0 and, in a consequence, r](En)-+r)(E) =  0.

A submeasure rj on 0t is order continuous [3] if 01* E f\ 0  implies 
У(Еп)-> 0.

From Theorem 1.4 we get immediately the following
2.3. Pr o p o sitio n . A submeasure r\ on a а-ring 0t is order continuous 

iff it is exhaustive, complete and Jf(rj) is a о-ideal in 0t.
2.4. Th e o r e m . I f  rj is an exhaustive and complete submeasure on a a-ring 

0, then there exists a unique up to equivalence ~  pair of submeasures p , к 
such that

(a) rj ~ p  +  k,
(b) JY(p) is a в-ideal in 0t and
(c) if у is any submeasure such that у Я and Jf(y) is a a-ideal in 

then y = 0.
Such a decomposition of rj is nothing else but its Hewitt-Yosida decompo

sition [4]; 4.3, 1), into an order continuous part p and'a purely exhaustive 
part k.

Proof. If Tjr p̂ +  k is a Hewitt-Yosida decomposition of tj, then, using
2.2. and 2.3, we see that p and Я have the required properties. Conversely, 
if p and Я are as stated in the theorem, then, again by 2.2 and 2.3, it is 
evident that p is order continuous and Я is purely exhaustive, so tj ~ p  +  Я 
is a Hewitt-Yosida decomposition of 7]. Since a Hewitt-Yosida decomposi
tion of an exhaustive submeasure is determined uniquely up to equi
valence ~  [4]. 4.3, 1) and 4.1, the proof is finished.

2.5. E x a m p l e . Let 01 be the ^-algebra of all subsets of N. Consider 
the cr-additive measure p on 01 defined by formula p(E) =  £ 2 ~ n, and any

neE
finitely additive measure Я on 01 which takes on values 0 and 1 only and 
is such that k(N) = 1  and k{{n}) = 0  for every ne N. Evidently Я is 
exhaustive and purely finitely additive.
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(a) It is easily seen that A is complete and JP (A) is not a <r-ideal in 2̂.
(b) Let rj — p +  L Then y is not complete though it is exhaustive 

and 0P{g) =  {0} is a u-ideal in 0t. To prove that rj is not complete consider 
the non-decreasing (and hence ^-Cauchy) sequence An =  (1, . . . ,  n), ne N, 
and suppose that there exists a set Ae 0t such that у{АпьА)-+§, Then 
rj(An — A) =  0, that is An c  A  for every ne N. It follows that A =  N  
and therefore rj{A — An) =  1  - f -  2~n+> 0 , a contradiction.

(c) Evidently rj — p-\-X is the usual Hewitt-Yosida decomposition 
of rj. One might expect that there exists a decomposition rj ~  a +  P, where 
a is a complete submeasure and p is an “extremely non-complete” in 
the sense that if a complete submeasure у is <4 ft, then у = 0 . It turns 
out that such a decomposition of rj is not possible. Indeed, suppose that 
a and p are as stated. Then p is necessarily purely exhaustive. On the 
other hand, let a ~ a x +  a2 be a Hewitt-Yosida decomposition of a into an 
order continuous part ax and a purely exhaustive part a2. Then t j~ a x +  
+ (a2 +/?) and a2 f  P is purely exhaustive. From the uniqueness of Hewitt- 
Yosida decomposition follows that p ~ a x and A ~ a 2 +  P> We know that 
A is complete, so by 2.2 p is complete, too. But p was supposed extremely 
non-complete, so p — 0. Thus rj ~  a, where a is complete but not »?, a con
tradiction.

3. Completion of a submeasure. If у is a submeasure on a ring M, 
then a submeasure rjx defined on a ring 0tx ■=> 0k will be called a completion 
(resp., a perfect completion) of rj [and {0kx, rjx) a completion (resp. a perfect 
completion) of {0k, rj)], if rjx is complete (resp., perfectly complete), 0k is 
dense in {0kx, rjx) and rjx\ 3% — rj.

If A is any submeasure on 0k, then the formula
00 CO

)*{E) =  inf У  ЦЕп): (En)cz0t, E c : U E n }
VTi

defines a a-subadditive submeasure A* on the cr-ring 0k* of all the sets E  
which can be covered by a sequence (En) c  0k. If A itself is a-subadditive, 
then A* I SU =  A; moreover, if v is any сг-subadditive submeasure on 0k* 
such that v I 0k =  A, then v <  A*.

The following result is essentially due to Rluvânek [7].
3.1. T h e o e e m . Let rj be a a-subadditive submeasure on a ring 01. Let 0k 

be the closure of 0k in {£%*, rj*) and rj =  rj*\ 01. Then {01, y) is the least per
fect completion of {01, rj) that is simultaneously Lebesgue complete.

Precisely. I f  {SP, A) is another such a completion of {0k, rj), then 0k c  S?, 
Aj =  y and for every Ее SP there exists Fe 0k such that X{E&F) — 0. 
Thus if JP{X) =  «/F(?;) ( =  AP{rj*)), then 0k =  SP and rj — A.

Proof. We shall prove the second part of the theorem only. Let 
{SP, A) be a perfect and Lebesgue completion of {0k, y). Then JP (A*) c  SP
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and (A* I 0t) ^  rj. Take Ее M and then a sequence (En) c  0t such that 
rj (ЕаЕп)-+0. Then also А* (ЕаЕп)-+ 0. By completeness of {Sf, A) there is Ее Sf 
such that Х{ЕаЕп)-> 0. Evidently (EaF) — 0, so EaF e jV{X*) c  Sf. 
It follows that E =  (EAF)AFe S? and À{E) =  A (F). But rj(En) =  rj{En) 
-+rj(E) and r](En) =  A(Fn)->A(F) =  ЦЕ), so rj(E) =  A(F). Thus к  c  ^  
and AI ^  = 5»

Now suppose Ее У. Since ^  is dense in {SF, A), we can find a sequence 
(Fn) c= ^  which is A-convergent to E. By completeness of {k,  rj) it ^-con
verges to a set Fe&.  As previously we get X(EaF) =  0.

It is easy to verify that if 01 is a (3-ring, then so is к  (cf. [7], Lemma 3). 
If 01 is a e-ring, then к  consists of all the sets E kjZ, where Ее 01 and Z 
is contained in a set АеЖ  (rj), thus {01, rj) is the Lebesgue completion of 
0 * , v).

Now suppose that r\ is an exhaustive and order continuous submeasure 
on a ring 0b. Then it is a-subadditive and therefore can be completed as 
established in Theorem above. From Theorem 2.1 we deduce that rj is 
exhaustive on k . This and c-subadditivity of rj give order continuity 
of rj (use condition (a"), or apply [3], 5.3). Finally, exhaustivity and 
perfect completeness of (&t, rj) (use condition (b) from Theorem 1.4) quickly 
imply that 01 is a (T-ring.

Thus we have obtained the extension Theorem 7.2 in [3] (cf. 
also [1]).

3.2. Theorem, (a) I f  rj is an exhaustive and complete submeasure on 
a ring 01, then the quotient ring — 0t/Jr (rj) is a Boolean в-algebra and the 
transferred submeasure rj on 0t, defined by formula

rj{h(E)) =  r](E), Ее 3b,

where h is the canonical mapping from 01 onto 01, is order continuous.
(b) Let В be a Boolean в-algebra, v an order continuous submeasure on 

B, A a Boolean ring and let h be a homomorphism of A onto В {h{axv aj) =  
h(aj) vh(a2), h{ax — a2) =  h(aj) ~h{a2)).

Then the formula

r](a) =  v{fi{aj), ae A,

defines an exhaustive and complete submeasure on A.
Proof, (a) Let (en)neN be a non-decreasing sequence in k. For each 

ne N, let Ene 0b be such that en■ =  h(En). Then r](En — En+1) =  0 for every 
ne N, i. e., (En) is “??-almost non-decreasing” . Since rj is exhaustive, it
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is easily seen that (En) is ^-Cauchy. By completeness of rj there exists 
E e&  such that г}(Е&Еп)->0. It is clear that rj(En — E) = 0  for every 
ne AT, hence en ^ e  — h(E) for every ne N. If Fe<% is such that £ „ < /  
— h(F) for every ne N, then rj(En — F) = 0 , so r}(E — F) ^rj(E — En) -f-
+г}(Еп — F) implies r j (E -F )  = 0 . Hence e < / ,  so e =  supen in 0ê. Thus

»
к  is a Boolean <r-ring. Now we are going to show that к  has a unit. Applying 
the method of exhaustion [3], 4.7, we find a non-decreasing sequence ( Un) 
in 0t such that limr\{E — Un) =  0 for every Ее M. Let U be any set in 0t

n-»oo
for which rj( ÎJa Un)-> 0. Then r)(E— TJ) = 0  for every Ее 01. Hence e <  и 
=  h(U) for every ee 0!, that is, и is the greatest element in k. In a conse
quence к  is a Boolean c-algebra.

Now, as r] is evidently exhaustive, complete and 0̂ {r\) — {0}, it follows 
from 2.3 that r\ is order continuous. (Simpler: If 0t *en\  0, then exhaust- 
ivity and completeness of ?] imply ^-convergence of (en) to some e e 01. 
Then rj{e — en) =  0, that is e <  en for all n. It follows that e — 0 and rj(en)
- + Ш  = 0.)

Part (b) of the theorem is easy.
Now we wish to describe shortly a procedure (comp. [6] ; Chapter II) 

which allows “extend” every exhaustive submeasure to an order con
tinuous one defined on a Boolean or-algebra (and hence complete). -

3.3. Theorem. Let r\ be an exhaustive submeasure on a ring 01, and let 
к, rj and h be as in 3.2. Then there exists a Boolean a-algebra 01 and a unique 
order continuous submeasure rj on 0t such that

(a) к  is a dense subring of (01, rj),
(b) r\(e) — rj(e) for every ее 0t and
(c) r](e) =  0 iff e =  0 (ее 01).
Suppose in addition that G is a sequentially cov/lplete Hausdorff topolo

gical abelian group, and let p: 0£-~>G be an additive set function (resp., let p 
be a submeasure on 0t) such that p <4 rj. Then there exists a unique a-additive 
function p : 01-+G (resp., a unique order continuous submeasure p on 01) such 
that p < г] and p \ к  =  p, where p is defined on к  by the formula

(*) p(h(E)) =  p(E), Ee0t.

Proof. Let 0t be the completion of к  with respect to the metric g(e ,f )  
=  aretan?j(<?A/); we can assume that к  <= 01. In a usual manner one 
extends the Boolean operations from 01 to ffl, so that к  becomes a Boolean 
ring (see [6]; Chapter II). Define rj(e) =  tan g(e, 0), ее 01, where g de
notes the extended metric on к . It is easily seen that rj is the unique sub
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measure on M such that 771 01 =  77 and Г(г)) — the topology generated by 
the metric q. Thus 77 is a complete and exhaustive (by 2 .1 ) submeasure 
on 01. Since ^ ( 77) =  {0}, it follows from 3.2 (a) that ^  is a Boolean e-al
gebra and 77 is order continuous. Since 01 is the least e-subalgebra of 01 
which contains 0t (cf. [6 ]; II. 2.5), 77 is the unique order continuous exten
sion of fj.

How, passing to the second part of the theorem, let us first observe 
that formula (*) well defines p,, for 77(E) = 0 implies /л(Е) — 0 . It is also 
clear that Ji is additive (resp.,£ is a submeasure on^) and/г 77, hence fi 
is uniformly continuous on (01, 77) [3], 1 .8 , 2.4. Therefore Ji has a unique 
^-continuous extension Ji on k, and the Ji is additive (resp., Ji is a sub
measure). Since Ji 77 and 77 is order continuous, ]л is cr-additive (resp., Ji 
is order continuous). (That sequential completeness of О suffices can be 
verified as in [3], § 9.)

The “extension” (0t, 77) of ( # , 77) is unique in a sense easy to make 
precise. Let us note also that the theorem above can be applied in order 
to “extend” an additive exhaustive function /л, defined on Ш and taking 
values in a complete normed group (G,\ |), to a cr-additive function (л: M 
-^G; it suffices to set 77 = Jt, the submeasure majorant for fi with respect 
to I |.

The method of completion, in the form presented above, can be used 
only in metric cases, that is when we are dealing with submeasures or 
additive functions to normed groups. However, there is no difficulty in 
generalizing this method. Thus let Г  be an exhaustive F N -tocology on 
a ring 0t (see [3] for explanations). Proceeding similarly as before, let 
0L =  &/Ж(Г), where N( Г) denotes the ideal of /"-null sets in 0t (i. e. the 
closure of {0 } in (0t, Г )), and let Г  denote the corresponding quotient 
-FiV-topology on rM which is evidently Hausdorff and exhaustive. How 
consider the completion 0t of the topological ring 01 [2 ] and let Г  denote 
the topology of 0t. It is clear that ^2 is a Boolean ring (multiplication is 
idempotent). Since the topology Г  is generated by the extensions 77 of 
Г- continuous submeasures 77 defined on 0t, and since each of these rj is 
exhaustive by 2 . 1  (0t is dense in (01, 77)), we see that Г  is exhaustive. This 
and completeness of (<Я, Г ) easily imply that Г  is order continuous. It 
is easy to verify that M is a complete Boolean algebra. In fact, let (et: 
te T)Jbe any family of disjoint elements in Since (0t, Г) is complete, 
this family is summable to an element ее 0t (apply [4], 1.1, to /u(e) = e); 
clearly e =  sup^ in 0t. Hence, taking a maximal disjoint family in 0t we

t
prove the existence of the unit in By [1 2 ], 20.1,01 is a complete Boolean
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algebra. Thus we have proved the existence of a complete Boolean algebra 
Ш гэ 0t and an order continuons .FN-topology Г  on 0t such that (ffl, Г) 
is a complete topological ring and Г  induces Г  on 0t. (Of. [13], p. 155, 
[8] and [9].)

Now, if [л is an additive exhaustive function from ^  to a complete 
group G, we can apply the above construction to Г  =  Г\[л) (Г is exhaustive 
by [3], 8.4). Since jù is /'-continuous, we can extend it by continuity [3], 
9.1, to a cr-additive function Ji: 0t-+G.

The reader is referred to [5] and [8] for the relevant method of exten
sions via the Stone representation theorem.
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